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Abstract Irrespective of the statistical model under study, the derivation of lim-
its, in the Le Cam sense, of sequences of local experiments (see [7]-[10]) often
follows along very similar lines, essentially involving differentiability in quadratic
mean of square roots of (conditional) densities. This chapter establishes two ab-
stract and very general results providing sufficient and nearly necessary conditions
for (i) the existence of a quadratic expansion, and (ii) the asymptotic linearity of
local log-likelihood ratios (asymptotic linearity is needed, for instance, when un-
specified model parameters are to be replaced, in some statistic of interest, with
some preliminary estimator). Such results have been established, for locally asymp-
totically normal (LAN) models involving independent and identically distributed
observations, by, e.g., [1], [11] and [12]. Similar results are provided here for mod-
els exhibiting serial dependencies which, so far, have been treated on a case-by-case
basis (see [4] and [5] for typical examples) and, in general, under stronger regularity
assumptions. Unlike their i.i.d. counterparts, our results extend beyond the context
of LAN experiments, so that non-stationary unit-root time series and cointegration
models, for instance, also can be handled (see [6]).
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1 Main notation and some preliminary results
For each T ∈N, let (ΩT ,FT ) be a measurable space on which two probability mea-
sures, ˜PT and PT , are defined. Let FT 0 ⊂ ·· · ⊂FT T ⊂FT be a sequence of increas-
ing σ -fields. Still for T ∈N, define the restrictions ˜PT := ˜PT |FT T and PT := PT |FT T
of ˜PT and PT , respectively, to FT T . Using obvious notation, similarly define,
for t = 0, . . . ,T , the restrictions ˜PTt := ˜PT |FTt and PTt := PT |FTt . The Lebesgue
decomposition of ˜PTt on PTt (with respect to FTt ) takes the form
˜PTt(A) =
∫
A
LTtdPTt + ˜PTt(A∩NTt) A ∈FTt ,
where NTt ∈FTt is such that PTt(NTt) = 0 and LTt is the Radon-Nikodym derivative
of that part of ˜PTt which is absolutely continuous with respect to PTt .
The likelihood ratio statistic LRT for ˜PT with respect to PT is, by definition,
LT T . Put LRT 0 := LT 0, and define the conditional likelihood ratio contribution of
observation t as
LRTt := LTt/LT, t−1, t = 1, . . . ,T,
with the convention 0/0 = 1. Then, the likelihood ratio statistic LRT factorizes into
LRT =
T
∏
t=0
LRTt , PT -a.s.
This factorization follows from the fact that, under PT , {LTt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T} is a super-
martingale with respect to the filtration {FTt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T} (which is easy to check)
by repeated application of the following Lemma with X = LTt , Y = LT, t−1, and
F = FT, t−1, and t = 1, . . . ,T .
Lemma 1. Let X be a nonnegative, integrable random variable and Y a F -measurable
random variable satisfying Y ≥ E [X |F ]. Then, X1{Y=0} = 0 a.s.
Proof. This readily follows from the fact that
0 ≤ EX1{Y=0} = EE [X |F ]1{Y=0} ≤ EY1{Y=0} = 0. 
We conclude this section with two lemmas that are needed in the sequel. The
first one is a consequence of Theorem 2.23 and Corollary 3.1 in [3]. We refer to
Lemma 2.2 in [2] for additional details.
Lemma 2. If, for all T ∈ N, the square-integrable process {XTt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T} is
adapted to the filtration (FTt)0≤t≤T and satisfies ∑Tt=1 E
[
X2Tt |FT, t−1
]
= oP(1)
as T → ∞, then,
T
∑
t=1
X2Tt = oP(1) and
T
∑
t=1
(XTt −E [XTt |FT, t−1]) = oP(1)
as T → ∞.
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The second lemma follows by an application of a result due to Dvoretzky (see
the proof of Theorem 2.23 in [3]).
Lemma 3. If, for all T ∈ N, the process {XTt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T} is adapted to the filtra-
tion (FTt)0≤t≤T and satisfies, for all δ > 0,
T
∑
t=1
E
[
X2Tt1{|XTt |>δ} |FT, t−1
]
= oP(1)
as T → ∞, then maxt=1,...,T |XTt |= oP(1) as T → ∞.
2 Quadratic expansions of log likelihood ratios
The following proposition provides a general sufficient condition for the existence of
a quadratic expansion of local log likelihood ratios. All limits, oP, and OP quantities
are to be understood as T → ∞.
Proposition 1. Suppose that, for some k ∈ N, there exist, for each T ∈ N, FTt -
measurable mappings STt : ΩT →Rk and RTt : ΩT →R, t = 1, . . . ,T , such that the
conditional likelihood ratio contribution LRTt can be written as
LRTt =
(
1 +
1
2
(
h′T STt + RTt
))2
, (1)
where
(a) hT is a bounded (deterministic) sequence in Rk,
(b) for each T ∈N, {STt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T} is a PT -square integrable martingale difference
array with respect to the filtration {FTt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T}, satisfying the conditional
Lindeberg condition and with tight squared conditional moments, i.e., such that,
under PT ,
EPT [STt |FT, t−1] = 0, t = 1, . . . ,T, (2)
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[(
h′T STt
)2
1{|h′T STt |>δ} |FT, t−1
]
= oP(1) for all δ > 0, (3)
and
JT :=
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
STtS′Tt |FT, t−1
]
= OP(1),
(c) the remainder terms RTt and the null-sets NTt from the Lebesgue decomposition
of ˜PT on PT are sufficiently small, i.e., under PT ,
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
R2Tt |FT, t−1
]
= oP(1) (4)
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and
T
∑
t=1
(1−EPT [LRTt |FT, t−1]) = oP(1), (5)
(d) under PT , logLRT 0 = oP(1),
then, under PT , the log likelihood ratio admits the quadratic expansion
logLRT = h′T
T
∑
t=1
STt − 12h
′
T JT hT + oP(1). (6)
Proof. Let r : 2x 7→ r (2x) := 2(log(1 + x)− x + x2/2), and rewrite the log likeli-
hood ratio statistic as
logLRT =
T
∑
t=0
logLRTt = oP(1)+
T
∑
t=1
h′T STt −
1
2
h′T JT hT
+
1
4
(
h′T JT hT −
T
∑
t=1
(
h′T STt
)2)
+
T
∑
t=1
(RTt −EPT [RTt |FT, t−1])
− 1
4
T
∑
t=1
R2Tt −
1
2
T
∑
t=1
h′T STtRTt +
(
T
∑
t=1
EPT [RTt |FT, t−1]+
1
4
h′T JT hT
)
+
T
∑
t=1
r
(
h′T STt + RTt
)
, (7)
where we used Condition (d) to neglect the first term logLRT 0. To establish (6), we
show that the six remainder terms on the right-hand side of (7) all converge to zero
in probability under PT .
By Theorem 2.23 in [3], Condition (a) and (2)-(1) we have
T
∑
t=1
(
h′T STt
)2−h′T JT hT = oP(1), (8)
which shows that the first remainder term is indeed oP(1).
Since (LTt)0≤t≤T is a PT -supermartingale, we have EPT LRTt ≤ 1. Since STt is
also PT -square integrable, it follows from (1) that RTt is PT -square integrable. From
Lemma 2 and (4), we now immediately obtain
T
∑
t=1
(RTt −EPT [RTt |FT, t−1]) = oP(1) and
T
∑
t=1
R2Tt = oP(1), (9)
i.e. the second and third remainder terms also are negligible.
Next we show that the remainder term (1/2)∑nt=1 h′T STtRTt vanishes asymptoti-
cally. First note that Condition (a), (1) and (8) jointly imply ∑Tt=1(h′T STt)2 = OP(1).
Combined with (9), an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality thus yields the
convergence of the fourth remainder term.
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To prove the negligibility of the fifth remainder term in (7), observe that (1), (2),
(1), (4), combined with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again, entail
T
∑
t=1
(EPT [LRTt |FT, t−1]−1) =
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
h′T STt |FT, t−1
]
+
T
∑
t=1
EPT [RTt |FT, t−1]
+
1
4
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[(
h′T STt
)2 |FT, t−1]+ 14
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
R2Tt |FT, t−1
]
+
1
2
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[(
h′T STt
)
RTt |FT, t−1
]
=
T
∑
t=1
EPT [RTt |FT, t−1]+
1
4
h′T JT hT + oP(1).
Now, the second part of (4) implies
T
∑
t=1
EPT [RTt |FT, t−1]+
1
4
h′T JT hT = oP(1). (10)
Thus, the fifth remainder term in (7) also is negligible.
Turning to the sixth and last remainder term, let us first show that
max
t=1,...,T
∣∣h′T STt + RTt ∣∣= oP(1) and T∑
t=1
∣∣h′T STt + RTt ∣∣3 = oP(1). (11)
As (3) and (4) yield, for δ > 0,
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
(h′T STt + RTt)21{|h′T STt+RTt |>δ} |FT, t−1
]
≤ 4
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
(h′T STt)21{|h′T STt |>δ/2} |FT, t−1
]
+ 4
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
R2Tt |FT, t−1
]
= oP(1),
the first part of (11) follows as an application of Lemma 3. The second part is ob-
tained from the latter by taking out the maximum (which tends to zero) and by
observing that the remaining quadratic term is bounded in probability. In view of
the first part of (11), indeed, it is sufficient to study the behavior of the final re-
mainder term on the event {|h′T STt + RTt | ≤ 1}. On this set, this remainder term is
bounded: using the fact that∣∣∣∣log(1 + x)− x + 12 x2
∣∣∣∣≤ 23x3 for |x| ≤ 12 ,
indeed, we obtain
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T
∑
t=1
r
(
h′T STt + RTt
)∣∣∣∣∣≤ 43
T
∑
t=1
(
h′T STt + RTt
)3
.
Convergence to zero is now obtained from the second part of (11). This completes
the proof of the proposition. 
3 Asymptotic linearity: general result
This section provides a sufficient condition for the asymptotic linearity of a fairly
general class of statistics, extending and generalizing Proposition A.10 in [11] to the
case of serially dependent observations under possibly non-LAN limit experiments.
All limits are taken as T → ∞.
Proposition 2. Let, for each T ∈N, { ˜ZTt : 1≤ t ≤ T} and {ZTt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T} be a ˜PT -
square integrable martingale difference array, and a PT -square integrable martin-
gale difference array, respectively. Suppose that Conditions (a)-(d) in Proposition 1
hold, as well as the following Conditions (e)-(h):
(e) (∑Tt=1 STt ,JT ) converges in distribution, under PT , to a limit (∆ ,J) that satisfies,
for all a ∈Rk, Eexp(a′∆ − 12 a′Ja)= 1;
(f)
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[(
˜ZTt
√
LRTt −ZTt
)2 |FT, t−1]= oP(1) under PT ;
(g)
T
∑
t=1
E
˜PT
[
˜Z2Tt |FT, t−1
]
= OP(1) under ˜PT , and
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
Z2Tt |FT, t−1
]
= OP(1)
under PT ;
(h) the conditional Lindeberg condition holds for { ˜ZTt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T} under ˜PT ,
namely, for all δ > 0,
T
∑
t=1
E
˜PT
[
˜Z2Tt1{| ˜ZT t |>δ} |FT, t−1
]
= oP(1) under ˜PT .
Then, letting ˜IT :=
T
∑
t=1
ι˜Tt :=
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
(h′T STt)ZTt |FT, t−1
]
, we have, under PT ,
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt =
T
∑
t=1
ZTt − ˜IT + oP(1). (12)
Proof. The proof decomposes into four parts. In Part 1, we show that (12) holds if,
under PT ,
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt
(
1−√LRTt
)
+
1
2
˜IT = oP(1). (13)
In Part 2, we show that (13) holds provided that, still under PT ,
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T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(h′T STt)− ˜IT = oP(1). (14)
In Part 3, we introduce a new sequence of probability measures (P′T ) and show
that it is contiguous to (PT ). In Part 4, we establish that (14) holds under the new
sequence (P′T ). In view of contiguity, it also holds under (PT ), which concludes the
proof.
Note that Lemma 1, Condition (e), and Le Cam’s first lemma imply that ( ˜PT )
and (PT ) are contiguous. It follows that oP’s and OP’s under ( ˜PT ) and (PT ) coin-
cide; therefore, in the sequel, we safely can write oP and OP without specifying
whether ( ˜PT ) or (PT ) is the underlying sequence of probability measures.
Part 1. Recalling that ˜IT := ∑Tt=1 ι˜Tt := ∑Tt=1 EPT [(h′T STt)ZTt |FT, t−1], we have
T
∑
t=1
{
˜ZTt −ZTt + ι˜Tt
}
=
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt
(
1−√LRTt
)
+
1
2
˜IT
+
T
∑
t=1
{
˜ZTt
√
LRTt −ZTt −EPT
[
˜ZTt
√
LRTt |FT, t−1
]}
+
T
∑
t=1
{
EPT
[
˜ZTt
√
LRTt |FT, t−1
]
+
1
2
ι˜Tt
}
;
hence, (13) implies (12) in case
T
∑
t=1
{
˜ZTt
√
LRTt −ZTt −EPT
[
˜ZTt
√
LRTt |FT, t−1
]}
= oP(1) (15)
and
T
∑
t=1
{
EPT
[
˜ZTt
√
LRTt |FT, t−1
]
+
1
2
ι˜Tt
}
= oP(1). (16)
As (15) is implied by Condition (f) and Lemma 2 (recall that EPT [ZTt |FT, t−1] = 0),
we only need to show that (16) holds in order to complete Part 1. We have
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
˜ZTt
√
LRTt |FT, t−1
]
=
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
ZTt(1−
√
LRTt) |FT, t−1
]
+
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
( ˜ZTt
√
LRTt −ZTt)(1−
√
LRTt) |FT, t−1
]
+
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
˜ZTtLRTt |FT, t−1
]
=−1
2
˜IT − 12r
(1)
T + r
(2)
T + r
(3)
T ,
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with
r
(1)
T =
T
∑
t=1
EPT [ZTtRTt |FT, t−1] ,
r
(2)
T =
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
( ˜ZTt
√
LRTt −ZTt)(1−
√
LRTt) |FT, t−1
]
, and
r
(3)
T =
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
˜ZTtLRTt |FT, t−1
]
.
Starting with r(1)T ,
|r(1)T |2 ≤
(
T
∑
t=1
√
EPT
[
Z2Tt |FT, t−1
]√
EPT
[
R2Tt |FT, t−1
])2
≤
T
∑
t=1
EPT
[
Z2Tt |FT, t−1
] T∑
t=1
EPT
[
R2Tt |FT, t−1
]
,
so that (4) and Condition (g) imply r(1)T = oP(1). In the same way, (1), (4) and
Condition (f) yield r(2)T = oP(1). As for r(3)T , since E ˜PT
[
˜ZTt |FT, t−1
]
= 0, we obtain,
using (4) and Condition (g) again,
|r(3)T |2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
T
∑
t=1
E
˜PT
[
˜ZTt1NTt |FT, t−1
]∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
T
∑
t=1
E
˜PT
[
˜Z2Tt |FT, t−1
] T∑
t=1
(1−EPT [LRTt |FT, t−1]) = oP(1).
Part 2. We have∣∣∣∣∣
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(1−
√
LRTt)+
1
2
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(h′T STt)
∣∣∣∣∣= 12
∣∣∣∣∣
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTtRTt
∣∣∣∣∣≤ 12
√
T
∑
t=1
˜Z2Tt
√
T
∑
t=1
R2Tt .
Now, by (9), ∑Tt=1 R2Tt = oP(1) and, by Conditions (g) and (h) and an application of
[3, Theorem 2.23], ∑Tt=1 ˜Z2Tt = OP(1). Hence, (13) follows from (14).
Part 3. For all T ∈ N, define the new sequence of probability measures (P′Tt)Tt=1
on FTt , absolutely continuous with respect to PTt , with density
dP′Tt
dPTt
:=
t
∏
s=1
√
LRT s cT s
with, for s = 1, . . . ,T , c−1T s := EPT
[√
LRT s |FT,s−1
]
. Note that the probability that
all c−1T s are strictly positive tends to one, since (4) implies
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lim
T→∞
PT
[∃s ∈ {1, . . . ,T} : c−1Ts = 0]≤ limT→∞ PT
[
T
∑
t=1
(1−EPT [LRTt |FT, t−1])≥ 1
]
= 0.
In the sequel, we thus safely can ignore the event {∃s ∈ {1, . . . ,T} : c−1T s = 0}.
Defining P′T := P′T T , note that P′Tt is the restriction of P′T to FT,t . Because of (2), we
have c−1T s = 1 +
1
2 EPT [RTt |FT, t−1] . This yields, using an expansion of log(1 + x),
(4), and (10),
T
∑
t=1
logc−1Tt =−
1
8h
′
T JT hT + oP(1).
Moreover, an application of Lemma 3 and (4) yields maxt=1,...,T |c−1Tt −1|= oP(1),
and thus also
max
t=1,...,T
|cTt −1|= oP(1). (17)
Inserting (6) and recalling that logLRT 0 = oP(1), we obtain, under PT ,
log dP
′
T
dPT
=
1
2
T
∑
t=1
logLRTt −
T
∑
t=1
logc−1Tt + oP(1) =
1
2
T
∑
t=1
h′T STt −
1
8 h
′
T ˜IT hT + oP(1).
Condition (e) and Le Cam’s first lemma entail that the sequences (P′T ) and (PT ) are
mutually contiguous. This completes Part 3 of the proof.
Part 4. Let us show that, under the measures (P′T ),
T
∑
t=1
EP′T
[
˜ZTt(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
= ˜IT + oP(1) (18)
and
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(h′T STt) =
T
∑
t=1
EP′T
[
˜ZTt(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
+ oP(1). (19)
Since oP(1)’s under (P′T ) are oP(1)’s under the contiguous (PT ) too, a combination
of these two results yields (14) and concludes the proof.
Starting with (18), we have
T
∑
t=1
EP′T
[
˜ZTt(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
=
T
∑
t=1
cTtEPT
[
˜ZTt
√
LRTt(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
= ˜IT +
T
∑
t=1
(cTt −1)EPT
[
ZTt(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
+
T
∑
t=1
cTtEPT
[
( ˜ZTt
√
LRTt −ZTt)(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
.
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Condition (f) and (17) imply (18) since ∑Tt=1 EPT
[
(h′T STt)2 |FT, t−1
]
= OP(1)
(see (1)) and ∑Tt=1 EPT
[
Z2Tt |FT, t−1
]
= OP(1) (see Condition (g)).
Turning to (19), first note that ∑Tt=1(h′T STt)2 = OP(1) and ∑Tt=1 ˜Z2Tt = OP(1) by
an application of [3, Theorem 2.23] and (3), (1), Condition (g) and Condition (h),
respectively. Hence,
T
∑
t=1
| ˜ZTt ||h′T STt |= OP(1) and
T
∑
t=1
EP′T [| ˜ZTt ||h
′
T STt | |FT, t−1] = OP(1).
Let ε,δ > 0. In view of the previous remarks, we can find B and T1 such that,
for T ≥ T1,
P′T (A
(T)
δ )≤ δ/6
with
A
(T )
δ :=
{
T
∑
t=1
∣∣∣(h′T STt) ˜ZTt −EP′T [(h′T STt) ˜ZTt |FT, t−1]
∣∣∣> B
}
.
Setting η := min{1,
√
δε(108(B + 2))−1/2} and
Aη,Tt :=
{
|ZTt | ≤ η
}⋂{
|h′T STt | ≤ η
}
,
decompose
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(h′T STt)−
T
∑
t=1
EP′T
[
˜ZTt(h′T STt) |FT, t−1
]
= p(1)T − p(2)T + p(3)T ,
with
p(1)T :=
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(h′T STt)1A cη,Tt ,
p(2)T :=
T
∑
t=1
EP′T
[
˜ZTt(h′T STt)1A cη,Tt |FT, t−1
]
, and
p(3)T :=
T
∑
t=1
˜ZTt(h′T STt)1Aη,Tt −
T
∑
t=1
EP′T
[
˜ZTt(h′T STt)1Aη,Tt |FT, t−1
]
.
Let us show that there exists T ⋆ such that, for all T ≥ T ⋆, P′T
(
|p(i)T |> ε/3
)
≤ δ/3,
which, as ε > 0 and δ > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, yields (19). Applying
Theorem 2.23 in [3], (1), (3), Condition (g) and Condition (h), we obtain
T
∑
t=1
˜Z2Tt1{| ˜ZTt |> η}+
T
∑
t=1
(h′T STt)21{|h′T STt |> η} = oP(1).
This yields, using (1) and Condition (g) again,
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|p(1)T | ≤
√
T
∑
t=1
(h′T STt)21{|h′T STt |> η}
√
T
∑
t=1
˜Z2Tt
+
√
T
∑
t=1
(h′T STt)2
√
T
∑
t=1
˜Z2Tt1{| ˜ZTt |> η}= oP(1).
From (3), (1), Condition (g) and Condition (h), we also obtain
|p(2)T | ≤
√
T
∑
t=1
c2TtE ˜PT
[
˜Z2Tt1{| ˜ZTt |> η} |FT, t−1
]√ T∑
t=1
EPT [(h′T STt)2 |FT, t−1]
+
√
T
∑
t=1
c2TtE ˜PT
[
˜Z2Tt |FT, t−1
]√ T∑
t=1
EPT [(h′T STt)21{|h′T STt |> η} |FT, t−1]
= oP(1).
Hence, there exists T2 such that, for all T ≥ T2, P′T
(
|p( j)T |> ε/3
)
≤ δ/3 for j = 1,2.
Next, define the martingales
{
ATt :=
t
∑
s=1
{
˜ZTt(h′T STt)1Aη,T t −EP′T [ ˜ZTt(h
′
T STt)1Aη,Tt |FT,s−1]
}
: 1 ≤ t ≤ T
}
,
the stopping times S (T) := inf{t ∈ N|∑ts=1 |∆AT s|> B}, and the processes{
MTt := AT,t∧S (T ) : 1 ≤ t ≤ T
}
,
namely, the stopped versions of the martingales {ATt : 1≤ t ≤ T}—which thus also
are martingales. Note that |∆ATt | ≤ 2η2. We obtain
EP′T M
2
T T =
T
∑
t=1
EP′T (MTt −MT, t−1)
2 ≤ EP′T
[S (T )
∑
t=1
(∆ATt)2
]
≤ 2η2EP′T
[S (T )
∑
t=1
|∆ATt |
]
≤ 2η2(B + 2η2).
So, for T ≥ T1, we have
P′T
(
|p(3)T |> ε/3
)
= P′T (|AT T |> ε/3)≤ P′T (MT T 6= AT T )+ P′T (|MT T |> ε/3)
≤ P′T (S (T) ≤ T )+ P′T (|MT T |> ε/3)
≤ P′T (A (T )δ )+ P′T (|MT T |> ε/3)≤
δ
6 +
18η2(B + 2)
ε2
≤ δ3 .
Letting T ⋆ := max{T1,T2} completes the proof. 
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